AbsTRAcT
This paper examines the relation between three concepts: a child's will, children's agency and child labour. Addressing the current debate about children's agency, this paper shows how these concepts were developed in Byzantine society in order to advance a religious agenda that encouraged the child to run away from home in favour of a new life in a monastery. Children were attributed with a will of their own and acted upon it before they reached the age of puberty. This perspective took the child out of the private sphere by attributing agency to it. The paper addresses the current debate about children's agency revealing the conceptualization of this term as motivated by an economic agenda in which the need to profit from the child's labour plays an important role.
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What can the study of Byzantine society offer to the debate?
Child labour was not an unusual phenomenon in Byzantine society. Byzantine children worked in their families' households and were employed by others. They had economic tasks in both rural and urban milieus, and their work was part of an economic system. 9 Moreover, the economic value of their work was recognized and was considered a commodity: alongside children who remained at home, there were others who were pawned, exposed or enslaved. These were employed in a variety of tasks, some more and some less abusive. In all this Byzantine society offers nothing special to the modern debate on child labour. The elucidation Byzantium offers to our question about child's agency derives from two types of sources: its laws and its literature. Byzantine law originated from Roman law. Following its first codifications in late antiquity, it was constantly renovated and was remodelled as Christian law. As far as children were concerned, the law determined the legal boundary between childhood and adulthood, while dealing with social circumstances related to the child's everyday life.
Byzantine literature, in particular Byzantine Christian literature, was also interested in this boundary, but unlike the Byzantine legislator, attributed a face to the child. The term 'Christian literature' refers here to any literature with a Christian religious agenda. This includes Church's canons, patristic literature as well as hagiography. One of the subjects which this literature was concerned with was the encounter between the private sphere of the family and the Christian public sphere. Children and childhood sometimes became a subject in themselves, and were used to advance a cultural and religious agenda.
In defining the borderline between the private and the public in reference to children, Byzantine law and Byzantine literature established the ways in which children acted, and caused children to be perceived as social entities. This was particularly apparent in the period between the 5 th and the 11 th century, when both Byzantine law and literature were used to remodel the Empire's social institutions. We shall thus concentrate here on this period in order to reveal the development in the perception of the child in both juridical and literary sources. 10 Hagiography, a new literary genre of early Christianity, had a cardinal role in making the child a social entity by attributing agency to it. Thus Byzantine children could henceforth 9 . See: Nieuwenhuys, Olga. "The Paradox of Child Labour and Anthropology". Annual Review of Anthropology, 25 (1996) : 237-251. Olga Nieuwenhuys reveals the ways in which the family in rural societies is economically dependent on non-remunerative child labour. In her study on working children in the countryside of Kerala, India, she has also demolished any possible idealization of children engaged in their family' economic organization. See: Nieuwenhuys, Olga. Children's Lifeworld: gender, welfare and labour in the developing world. London: Routledge, 1994 . See also: Bales, Kevin. Disposable People: New Slavery in the Global Economy. Berkeley-Los Angeles-London: University of California Press, 1999: 149-194 (chapter 5: "Pakistan: When Is a Slave Not a Slave?"). 10. This is also the case as far as the geopolitical context is concerned. Since this article deals with Byzantine civilization and the place it accorded to the child, we shall take as a geographical framework the Greek-speaking communities of the Mediterranean world. This will include texts from Egypt, Palestine, Syria and Southern Italy. have a will of their own and act upon it as independent agents. Two examples will demonstrate this.
The Life of Luke the Younger narrates the life of a peasant boy in 10 th century in central Greece. Luke is devoted to the labours of shepherding and farming, which include sowing the fields. 11 Before he is twelve, Luke decides to leave his life and responsibilities as a peasant for a monastery. His choice is especially hard for his widowed mother, who expects him to take on the economic responsibility for the family after his father's death. This independent act leads him on his way towards sainthood. Another example is the story of George, the son of pawnbrokers from Constantinople, who, at the age of nine, is trained by his parents to master their profession.
12 His apprenticeship trains him in the use of scales and weights and other technical utensils and procedures. But George slowly withdraws from his parents' home, and spends his time in church instead. His parents make a great commotion and succeed in bringing him back home by force.
These examples present agency as the child's ability to act upon an independent will, which is here a product of the boy's spiritual character. In both cases the child's agency is expressed in opposition to the family lifestyle, which includes an economic task. However, the child's agency here is a literary construction, which serves the author's moral agenda favouring running away from home and work towards a life in a monastery.
In order to analyse how child's agency is conceptualized we shall follow three lines of examination: (1) We shall start with a study of the child's economic activities in Byzantine society. Child labour was a built-in component of the Byzantine economy and a part of the family's economic organization. We shall see, however, that Byzantine children also worked outside of their family household, and their work was recognized as a commodity. This was linked to the representation of the child as a passive agent. (2) We shall then continue to examine the representation of the child as an independent social entity in Byzantine literature. In the two examples cited above, Byzantine literature attributes agency to the child. This proved to be a literary innovation of Byzantine hagiography in response to particular social needs. (3) The third line of examination will focus on a child's will as it was conceptualized in Byzantine mentality and laws. The child's capacity to possess an independent will is an essential component of its agency, and forms a necessary link between the child's agency and the context in which it is enacted. This study will conclude with an analysis of the relationship between agency, will and morality. The Byzantine child's agency was constructed within the framework of a moral agenda. An analysis of the ethical aspect of the term 'agency' will reveal that it is constructed in order to serve an agenda, and that in encouraging a child to act independently society uses the child in order to advance its cultural and social ideals. 
Child labour in Byzantium
The Greek language did not provide a means of categorization as far as children were concerned. Byzantine terminology used for children includes words such as νήπιος, ἀνήλικος, ἰμφάς, νέος, παιδίον, παῖς, τέκνον, ἄνηβος, νεανίσκος which designate a child, but not exclusively. The word παῖς, for example, also designates a slave, while the word τέκνον refers to any offspring. Both are used for children and adults equally. In the same manner the word υἱός -son-does not designate a specific age, while the word νήπιος, which normally refers to infant/minor, is also used metaphorically for someone childish. 13 The law, on the other hand, makes use of the child/adult categorization in order to determine who is subject to jurisdiction and who is not. Following the definition of Roman law, Byzantine law set puberty (Latin pubertas, Greek ἥβη) at the age of twelve years for girls, and fourteen for boys.
14 These were the minimum age for marriage. Infancy was set below the age of seven, while full juridical majority was granted to men at the age of twenty-five. 15 Childhood and adulthood were thus defined by the law according to an age criterion. In regard to the economic context of child labour in Byzantium, a few other categories must be taken into consideration: milieu (urban, rural); socio-economic status; juridical status (slave, freedman, free born); and gender (boys, girls). Child labour proved to be an integral component of any Byzantine economic organization.
The two stories cited above show a boy who is trained to follow the profession and economic responsibility of his parent/s, both in an urban and a rural milieu. 16 To reveal the child's economic position within the family household we rely mainly on hagiographic sources here, since they are the most descriptive as far as everyday life and social reality are concerned. 17 However, inheriting the family's economic responsibilities was, in fact, also a subject of the law. Urban economic life in Byzantium was organized in professional guilds. The Theodosian Codex, which compiles legislation from the 4 th -5 th centuries, contains the regulations of different guilds, specifically mentioning the offspring of artisans who are 'born into the profession' and must bear their fathers' fiscal status and economic position. This applies to the children of armourers, bakers, smiths, carpenters, artists, miners etc.
18
This was the content of the law in the case of peasants as well. The coloni (in Greek, κóλονι or γεόργοι) were a part of rural society in late antiquity, whose form of dependence derived from the land that they cultivated, and forced them to pay the taxes attached to it. They, and their children after them, were bound to this fiscal responsibility, generation after generation. Children inherited this fiscal status from their parents and were attached to the fiscal obligation of the land. 19 This was probably also the case of the πάροικοι, Byzantine dependent peasants. 20 Ownership documents and cadastral registers as early as the 9 th century enumerate each family of πάροικοι in every village, and list the names of fathers and mothers together with their sons and daughters. 21 Girls in peasant families also shared in rural labours.
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As the examples cited above show, childhood was the period during which children were trained by their parents in order to continue the family's economic organization. Work was thus considered a necessary part of the child's education and training. In fact, the economic and educative objectives of the child's work could not be differentiated, especially in families of the lower and middle classes, who were totally dependant on the child and its ability to work for the continuation and the existence of their economic organization. 23 In her book Pauvreté économique et pauvreté sociale à Byzance, IV e -VII e siècles, Évelyne Patlagean has revealed how a demarcation is defined within Byzantine society, between the poor family who could maintain an economically functioning social unit and the poor who were sited outside the social structure due to their economic situation. 24 This demarcation was also evident as far as child labour was concerned. As Ville Vuolanto has argued, child slavery and child exposure were mostly the consequences of severe economic situations, and marked a crisis for poor families who could no longer function as a social and economic unit. 25 Such was the case of Elias of Heliopolis, whose Life probably dates to the 10 th century. An orphan, he could not be trained by his father. At the age of eleven, he is apprenticed to a carpenter for a period of two years. 26 He works in the workshop of his master and is paid a salary (ἔκμισθομα), which makes him a twelve-yearold employee. 27 As far as girls' labour is concerned, spinning, weaving and sewing were also performed by young women outside their house, as apprentices in the production of cloth in Constantinople. 28 In any case the family benefited also from the work of children who worked outside their family household, as is apparent in the following example in the Life of Elias of Heliopolis. When Elias turns twelve his master converts to Islam (the story is set in Damascus). Elias, who is afraid to be forced to convert, turns to his older brothers. They demand his salary from his employer for his year's work, but the master decline to pay, and refuses to let Elias go. 29 Entrusting a boy to a professional as an apprentice, therefore, served a double purpose: the boy learned a profession, while the family derived an income from his labour. Elias' case suggests that there was a binding contract between the employer and the employee's family as to the period of work and salary. 30 There was a specific juridical procedure for such contracts. The παραμονή was a special social institution, documented in the papyri since Antiquity, by which people hired themselves out as workers for a long period of time under a legal contract. 31 As Vuolanto has shown, this juridical institution was used for pledging and leasing out children in late antiquity. 32 The παραμονή continued to be practised in Byzantine Egypt and Palestine in relation to children. The salary, mainly in goods, was paid to the child's father. 33 Elias' story reveals the way in wich the family made use of the value of the child's labour. This made the child's work a commodity. In fact, in the medieval world children were commodities in themselves. One example of this was pawned children. 34 Another was slave children. Slavery was a juridical institution that Byzantium inherited from the Roman Empire. It was a common belief that this institution declined in late antiquity. However, sources from the entire medieval period show that slavery continued to be prevalent in the medieval Mediterranean societies. 35 Slaves were employed in Byzantium in every possible economic and social position: in rural as well as urban milieus; in the private as well as the public sectors; by emperors, by the rich and by ordinary people. A person's economic position determined the number of slaves s/he had. Many of these slaves were children. Trade in children is well attested throughout the entire Byzantine period, including Arab, Slav and Bulgarian children, along with Greek children. Children born to slave mothers were considered the property of their mother's owner. 37 Other slave children, however, were freeborn. The 9 th -11 th centuries saw countless Byzantine inhabitants, among them many children, kidnapped, enslaved and then sold into slavery by pirates in the Mediterranean, as well as in the Balkan regions. 38 Byzantine markets offered imported children of foreign origin who were sold as slaves.
39 Orphaned children were the most vulnerable. Orphaned girls could be easily prostituted. 40 Timothy Miller has revealed a sophisticated child care system that was developed in Byzantium following an imperial policy dated to Constantine to respond to the difficult situation of orphans. 41 A famous Novella of Justinian from 535 mentions traders who travelled through the provinces and exploited the condition of unfortunate young women (νέαι ἐλεειναί) by offering them new clothes and then prostituting them in the Capital. 42 The Novella states that even girls under the age of ten were forcibly prostituted, and attributes the term slavery to cases in which the young women were not paid and were held against their will.
43 But girls were also procured by their parents. 44 In fact, Byzantine children could also be sold into slavery by their parents. 45 The practice is attested in the sources as far back as the 4 th century, and was mainly a desperate act of parents who were too poor to raise their children. 46 In a letter from 527, Cassiodorus describes the annual fair held on Saint Cyprian's day in the Lucania, where peasants come from the countryside to sell their sons and daughters. 47 A Novella of Justinian mentions creditors who used to take away the children of their debtors if the latter had no means to repay their debts, in order to use the children as slaves. 48 The Novella proclaims that parental consent is necessary to perform this transaction, but testifies to the fact that children were taken away without their parent's consent. 49 An imperial Novella from 1095 attests to cases of Bulgarian parents who, in time of famine, sell their children. 50 As these examples demonstrate, all throughout the period under consideration child slavery and child exposure were not only the act of a desperate parent. Children were kidnapped and sold into slavery since a demand for their labour existed. In most families of a stable economic position children worked and were part of the family's economic organization. Children would not be exposed or sold in families who could afford their keeping. Nonetheless, their capacity to work turned them into a commodity once they found themselves working outside the family unit.
Whether they worked within the family's household or were sent to work elsewhere, Byzantine children were not themselves remunerated. for economic and social dynamics has been demonstrated by Susan Holman. 51 The representation of the child as a passive figure in Byzantine literature thus matched its exploitation. However, starting from the 6 th century, a new perception of the child developed in the Christian discourse that changed its passive figure completely by attributing agency to it.
Children's agency in Byzantine literature
Although classical Greek biographies include information related to the protagonist as a child, the interest in childhood is mainly confined to the protagonist's education. 52 To the classical mind, character had three attributes: agency, rationality and responsibility. 53 In the words of Stephen Halliwell: "action is held to manifest mind or character, while the latter is itself predicated on the basis of the virtues or vices embodied in action". 54 Thus character is exhibited through action but depends on rationality, which is the product of adulthood.
55 Following this reasoning, agency cannot be attributed to a child who has not reached a level of rationality and hence has no ability to possess a character.
56 This is no longer the case in medieval Greek literature, namely in Byzantine hagiography. Although many hagiographical tales stay in line with their classical biographical antecedents, and do not put much emphasis on the saint's experience as a child, others choose to portray the protagonist as a holy agent already in childhood. In that, Byzantine hagiography proved to be innovative.
Saint Symeon the Stylite the Younger is a characteristic example of the new role children began to play in this literature as holy agents. He was born in 521 in Syria. The first part of his Life is dedicated to his childhood. Symeon has his first vision of Christ when he is but five years old. 57 He wanders about away from home, enters a monastery, and begins his career as a stylite saint on top of a pillar when he is seven. His agency as a child is manifested in his asceticism, his combats against demons, his preaching and his healing of the sick, all of which he performs from on top of his pillar. This is also the case of Theodore of Sykeon, who as a small boy is sent to school, but runs away of his own accord to seek a life of reclusion at the Martyrium of Saint George. 58 Already as a boy he adopts a holy manner of living: fasting and refusing to take part in his family's meals. Other examples are Saint Luke the Younger and Saint Nikon 'Repent-Yourselves'. Both run away from home in order to pursue a holy career as monks, and both are followed by their parents who try to retrieve their runaway children. 59 Such children, all boys, are portrayed as having an independent will, and as acting on it. Whether fictional or not, stories such as these manifest a change in the way children were portrayed in literature. 60 The question is why such a change occurred.
Hagiography is a special literary genre. It is written as historical biography, but since it has a religious context and is a part of the cultural practice of the cult of saints, it differs from historiography. 61 Hagiography has the characteristics of moral literature, for example of literature with a clear moral agenda. As far as children are concerned, the moral agenda sheds light on the special role attributed to the saint's childhood. Hagiographers started to develop this theme as early as the 4 th century, following the prototype of Jesus. 62 This topos of the saint's spiritual character in childhood is further developed by the hagiographers between the 6 th and the 10 th century. It is important to state that this became possible only by attributing an independent will to the child. Hagiography is an extremely varied genre. Byzantine authors used it to describe both fictional and non-fictional figures, for either religious or literary objectives. However, all the authors who chose to narrate the saint's childhood did this in order to demonstrate the child's special spiritual character. This is emphasized by the child's will to disconnect himself from earthly life. The decision to lead a spiritual life is a rational one, and is made in childhood. The independent holy character is thus manifested in childhood. It is the product of the child's qualities that sets it apart from other children and drives the saint-tobe to independent action. Agency is thus connected to the child's character and aspirations. It is what we may call 'a spiritual agency,' that will correspond to the spiritual ideals this literature wants to advance. Scholars have termed this sort of a child a puer senex, for example a child who possess the moral character of a wise old man, which makes him exceptional from childhood and pushes him to follow in the footsteps of Christ. 63 However, to attribute a character of a wise old man (senex) to the boy (puer) is to ignore the agency this literature attributes to children. If the character of a grown man is exceptionally attributed here to a child, then his actions and decision to act would also be those of a grown man. 64 But in fact, attributing agency to a child serves the hagiographer's objective in outlining a moral conflict.
Hagiography was created as an early Christian form of literature in late antiquity in order to commemorate the lives of the first martyrs, and hence had a strong religious and political agenda from its beginning. As far as children are concerned, the early martyrologies did not give them leading roles and rarely mentioned them. One of the most famous children's martyrdoms is the Passion of the three sisters Pistis, Elpis and Agape, and their mother Sophia. It is the story of a Christian family (the girls are twelve, ten and seven), who refuses to sacrifice to Artemis, suffers horrible tortures and is executed. The mother urges her smaller seven-year-old daughter: "my hope for you is a crown worthy of those of your two sisters". Little Agape does not fail her mother and speaks up against the emperor. She then suffers horrible tortures and is finally executed. 65 The story is modelled on the legend of the Maccabee mother and her children who refuse to follow the orders of the Seleucid King and to eat the forbidden pork (Maccabees, II, 7:20-23). This story from Maccabees II is specifically used as a reference in late antique matrytologies. 66 In addition, the authors refer also to the Biblical binding of Isaac, the archetype of a parent who is willing to sacrifice their own child for their beliefs (Genesis, 22:1-18). This becomes especially significant in the case of the martyr children. Their stories serve the martyrology's political agenda. However, although the martyr children adhere to the ideals of their time, their will is not at all independent, but derives from the parent's will. It is the parent who encourages the child to hold to its faith. Just like the binding of Isaac, their martyrdom emphasizes more than anything else their parents' faith and endurance. 67 They are caught in the combat of the parent against the emperor or king and take the side of the parent.
The Passion of Vitus presents a different combat. Vitus is a seven-year-old Sicilian boy, who refuses his father's entreaties to return to paganism, confronts the emperor Diocletian, and is martyred for his principles. 68 Although his martyrdom differs from that of the children who die to testify their parents' faith, in both cases the martyr child's agency is manifested in opposition to a third (be it the emperor, the king or the parent). The protagonist child adheres to the spiritual-religious ideal which challenges the authority of either the political leader or the child's parent. The hagiographer builds a confrontation for the child to express his agency. In this way this literature attributes agency to children in order to outline a social conflict. This is evident in the Passion of Lucillianus, in which four children following in the martyr's footsteps, and are decapitated after proclaiming their wish to share his destiny.
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Just like the martyr children, the saints who run away from home in their childhood are also following the religious ideals of their time. Their running away from home has an objective: the monastery. The conflict which the child is caught up in here confronts the monastic life with the ordinary family life. This was not a new theme. Cutting off ties with the earthly world was already an ideal of early Christianity. This included the severing of biological, social and economic ties. Monasticism challenged the family nucleus as a unit from its beginning.
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Christian believers left their families and their socio-economic positions in favour of a monastic family and a monastic way of life. Not all saints' Lives were uniform in their treatment of the role of the nuclear family. Some accepted family links and some rejected them. 71 Not all of them confronted the child's will with the parents' will. Most of the hagiographers present their protagonist as a pious and diligent child at home. Nevertheless, when the author does set up such a confrontation for the child, it is always the child's will which prevails, since the child's duties towards God precede its duties towards its parents. 72 When the child is caught up in a conflict between loyalty to his parents and to God, the child is forced to act upon a will of its own. The act is running away from home, which is directed against the parent. The duties towards the parent are performed in the family household; the duties towards God in the monastery. As such they contradict one another. We saw 67. In contrast Jewish midrashic literature made Isaac a thirty-three-year-old man, which is important in order to argue for his awareness and acceptance of his fate. that at home these duties comprised economic tasks. This was also the case in the monastery.
In the 4 th century, Basil of Caesarea set the age of entering a monastery at sixteen or seventeen years. 73 This did not become a binding law. In fact, until the end of the 7 th century, no legislative regulation limited the age of joining a monastery for either boys or girls. The first legislative action in this matter was taken in the ecumenical council of 692, which set the age at ten years for both sexes. 74 This regulation was repeated two hundred years later. 75 Nevertheless, the rule was not always respected. 76 The examples cited above exemplify children who all came to the monastery in order to pursue a new life of spiritual and religious submission. Monasteries also took in orphans as well as abandoned children. 77 Once in the monastery, these children obviously received a religious education. As part of their education, they were assigned to a person who served as their spiritual guardian and master. That meant obedience, service and labour. All the sources cited above emphasize that these future saints enjoyed serving their admired masters. Other sources give a closer and somewhat different picture of the kinds of labour that children were required to carry out in monasteries. Children performed cleaning and washing services. 78 They also served as personal servants to their masters. In this respect they were no different from adult monks, whose duty was to wait on others. However, children proved to be very useful in these tasks for two reasons. First, it was an easy way to integrate them into monastery life and teach them how to be submissive inside the monastery. Secondly, it was a form of compliance which they were used to in their original homes.
The replacement of old family ties with new monastic family ties also meant the replacement of one form of obedience with another. This is exactly the question that the hagiographic literature deals with: should the immediate loyalty of a child be to his biological father and family, or to God through the mediation of a new monastic father and family. Moreover, the labour that these children were required to do was essential to the functioning of the monastery. Even in remote monasteries where there was only a single monk, we find a little boy who waits upon the monk by polishing his shoes, cleaning his cell, and opening the door for him. 79 In the 9 th century, Theodore Stoudite forbade monks from having immature disciples (μειράκια μαθέται) with them in the cell. 80 However testaments from the 10 th to the 14 th centuries preserved in Athos, reveal abbots who had retinues composed of monks and novices assigned to serve them. These were called servants (ὑπερέται), slaves (οἰκέται), or simply children (παῖδες). 81 This economic responsibility was part of the social role of novices in monasteries, in convents as well as in churches. 82 Monks who enjoyed great prestige and high socio-economic positions had personal servants of their own, and could also bring their own servants or slaves with them to the monastery. 83 This was also the case of rich women who brought along their female slaves when they entered convents. 84 Nuns and novices spun and wove in the convents, just like young girls and women in private homes, and were also required to carry out other economic tasks such as grinding grain at the mill. 85 These examples reveal that the monastery was not a refuge from work. In fact, they suggest the opposite: that the monastery had a lot to gain from runaway children. Just like the family household, the monastery's existence and continuous functioning depended on an upcoming generation. Since there were no biological possibilities, a constant integration of new novices was essential. Monasteries profited from runaway children, thanks to the fact that children and their labour were commodities.
The hagiographic narratives cited above were mostly written by monks. Since this was also an exemplary literature, the hagiographers set in their stories models for imitation. 86 This literary construction defined a limited space for the child to express a very specific wish, and thus subdued the child's agency to a will that was not his to begin with. In this respect, the difference in the literary representation of children who run away from home to join the monasteries on the one hand, and of orphans who are reared in monasteries and orphanages on the other hand is very significant. 87 Only the first are presented as possessing a will of their own; while in order to protect children and develop a care system the imperial laws outlined the helpless situation of the exploited orphans. 88 To develop the topos of the child who runs away from home, the child's will needed to be acknowledged. In other words, the capacity to independent action depends on possessing a will; not any type of will but a will to act in a certain way. In contrast, in the Life of Zosimos the Bishop of Syracuse, Zosimos the child runs away from the monastery where his parents left him as a boy simply because he misses them. 89 He is stopped by the Virgin who punishes him and makes him go back to the monastery with the promise never again to attempt an escape. As this exceptional example shows, the question whether Byzantine children ran away from home to join monasteries or not is not pertinent here for the analysis of the child's agency as a cultural construction. In any case when such a confrontation is presented, one act is legitimized while the other is delegitimized. In other words, the child's agency is here constructed according to a moral distinction between positive and negative wills. This lead us to the following question: how is such a process of legitimization created? What determines that a child's will is legitimized? In other words, what determines that a child will be responsible for his or her acts? This depends on the child's capacities to make a moral decision. In what follows we shall analyse the relation between a child's agency and its ability to differentiate right from wrong.
What is a child's will?
In the 6 th century, Justinian's Code repeats the classical Roman definitions according to which puberty is set at twelve years for girls and fourteen years for boys.
90 Below this age a child was considered impubes (Greek ἄνηβοϛ), and without a juridical personality. This coincided with the fact that under this age the child was incapable of procreative sexual intercourse and could not be married. Puberty did not elevate the child to a level of full adulthood. Pubes/eres who had juridical personality and could be married, were considered minors (minor/res) up to the age of twenty-five, and could not take part in business transactions without a father or a guardian. 91 Having a juridical personality also meant that a minor was liable to penalty in the eyes of the law, and was held responsible for his or her actions. Under the age of puberty, the child was regarded as incapable of criminal intent (doli incapax). In regard to the child's liability to penalty, this definition proved to be flexible.
This was a subject of juridical discussions, starting probably from the 2 nd century AD. 92 The jurists cited in Justinian's Digest deal with the possibility that a child who has not reached puberty might be liable to penalty. This is determined by the child's capacity to carry out an intentional action. It was clear to the Roman jurists that below the age of seven years the child, who was considered an infant (incapable of speech), could not carry out intentional actions or have an independent will. Wilful fraud (dolus malus), however, could be applied in special circumstances to a child who was between infancy and puberty. The jurists of the 2 nd century cited in the Digest affirm that in the later stages before puberty (proximus pubertati), a child is capable of fraud and guilt.
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These juridical definitions were integrated into Byzantine law with no special or further discussions. 94 In the 8 th century, the Ekloga affirms that someone who has come of age (εἰϛ ἡλικίαν), and reached a stage of 'possession of reason' (φρόνησιν ἔχειν), cannot withdraw from it. 95 The Ekloga also determines the indemnity from the death punishment of a boy guilty of a passive homosexual act if he was under the age of twelve, since "his age manifests that he did not know what he was doing". 96 The law did not take into consideration the child's will. What made the act intentional and determined the liability to penalty was not the fact that it was an act of will, but the intellectual capacity to understand it. Homosexuality became liable to penalty with the Christianization of the Empire. Christianity added a religious dimension to the law, but did not change the Roman definitions of liability to penalty. Nevertheless, being a moral religion, Christianity, needed to establish what constituted a sinful act, and determine the age from which an act can be considered as a sin.
Similarly to Judaism early Christianity needed to establish its own age boundary between childhood and the life of religious adulthood. Baptism, which could be performed at any age, could not define such a boundary. The same goes for participation in the Eucharist, which had no minimum age. 97 In his Questions & Answers, Timothy of Alexandria deals with the case of a catechumen who takes the Eucharist before his or her baptism.
98 This article's title (in English), "Regarding a child (παιδίον) such as a seven-year-old, or a grown man (ἄνϑρωποϛ τέλειοϛ)", suggests that conversion, which required a verbal declaration of faith, was not performed below the age of seven -the end of infancy.
In his study of the way childhood was perceived in Eastern patristic thought Graham Gould terms 'the capacity of the infant soul for religious understanding or moral development' as 'the anthropological question of childhood'. He defines the condition of childhood in this respect in terms of three interrelated factors:
firstly, the development of a child's soul in terms of its possession, or lack of possession,of faculties such as reason and desire (ἐπιθυμία), which were considered to be among thecomponents of the human soul; secondly, the extent to which a child's soul is open to the same temptations, desires, or passions as that of an adult; thirdly, the extent to which children are capable of understanding religious ideas and precepts, or may be held to deserve reward or punishment for their actions.
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In the writing of the Church Fathers, these three factors of the child's rational development became connected to its sexual development. Origen is the first to argue that children have not yet fully attained the possession of reason, thanks also to their freedom from sexual temptation.
100 Both Clement and Origen affirm the freedom of the infant soul from both passion and reason. Their followers separate reason from desire, and stress the importance of the first, which becomes essential to overcome the second. John Chrysostom, Basil of Ancyra and Jerome outline in their writings the importance of early education that must precede the development of the sexual sense in order to prevent the sins that can derive from it. According to Basil of Ancyra 'the law of sin' can be equated with sexual desire. Sin is here set to the age of puberty. In the Life of Mary of Egypt, the heroine leaves her parents at the age of twelve to embark on a sinful life as a prostitute in Alexandria. 101 At the age of twelve she is no longer considered a child. It is striking how the definition of criminal intent in the Empire's code of laws, which was based on the age of puberty, receives here a new interpretation according to the Christian conceptualization of the sexual desire as a sin. Sins, of course, were not necessarily a product of sexual desire. And the Church Fathers referred in their writing directly to the development of the capacity to differentiate right from wrong. In the 4 th century Basil of Caesarea stresses the importance of education in moulding the mind in childhood, and in particular of schools in monasteries, which may offer a perfect environment. 103 Religious responsibility thus starts with reason before puberty, and is developed together with a capacity to choose. As noted above, Justinian's Digest cites the 2 nd century jurist Julian, according to whom children (impubes) are considered capable of criminal intent, if they could be shown to have understood the nature of their deed. 104 A Christian echo of this view is given by Timothy of Alexandria. Who writes in his Questions & Answers: "Q: From what age are sins decided by God? A: From the knowledge and judgment of each one, some from the age of ten, others older". 105 Sin here is not a product of the sexual drive, but is determined by God, and can precede puberty. As noted above, this age was taken in the 7 th century as the minimum age of entering a monastery. A scholion to the Nomocanon comments on the discussion in the Digest about accusations of forgery and adultery relating to a child who had not reached puberty. 106 It states that although puberty is set at the age of twelve or fourteen years, a child who had not yet reached it (Greek ἄνηβοϛ, Latin impubes) is capable of treachery and forgery starting from its seventh birthday. The scholion states, however, that between the ages of seven to twelve or fourteen years, the transgressor is not punished as a grown man (τέλειοϛ), but punished in moderation.
In the 12 th century, in his own Questions & Answers, Theodore Balsamon states, nevertheless, in the matter of confession of sins, that although according to the laws the sins of those who did not yet reach puberty are to be forgiven, it is advised "that after their sixth birthday (for example starting from their seventh year) both males and females will be liable by confession to amend themselves and to become holy".
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He bases his argument on a previous council's decision, according to which a sevenyear-old girl is capable of seducing a man. Religious responsibility, being a moral quality, is composed of two components: the capacity for sin, and the capacity for sanctity. However, what the juridical and patristic sources suggest is that religious responsibility was determined by the child's capacity to act intentionally. This process did not push down the borderline between childhood and adulthood. The borderline stayed defined at puberty. But there was a demonstrable tendency to attribute individual intent to the child at an ever earlier age. A similar process attributed the capacity of consent to marriage also to children at an earlier and earlier age.
Évelyne Patlagean has shown how the flexibility of the age criterion served the family in its social planning for expansion. 108 Marriage required the two spouses' sexual maturity, and was set at the age of puberty. However, betrothal could be performed in a much earlier age, and depended on the consent of the boy and girl to get married in the future. Unlike puberty, the age of consent proved to have a flexible definition. Patlagean shows the family's tendency to push it down to the age of six or seven years, in order to use the offspring for the family's social projects. This reveals the way in which a new definition for a child's will is being set in order to fulfil a social need. The Church, an active partner in this process, since it was in control of the institution of marriage, had to provide the legal means for the family's social needs. One of the consequences was a drop in the age limit between unconscious and conscious will, so that matrimonial engagements could be performed at an earlier stage.
This was a parallel process to the drop in the minimum age of moral responsibility and religious duties. The Church could, in addition, profit from such processes in recruiting younger novices at an earlier stage in their life. Hagiography responded to this sort of need by developing a moral privilege and an exemplary model for the child in the form of holy agency. This exemplary model is contrasted in hagiographic texts with descriptions of non-holy and wicked children, who behave in an unchristian way. 109 Agency is thus attributed to children in relation to the responsibility that they are given. Since in this case it is a moral responsibility, the agency is defined in moral terms as well.
To conclude
In order to examine the subject of child's agency we have analysed the way in which the concept was constructed and enacted in relation to the economic, social and cultural aspects of Byzantine life. A child's agency in Byzantium was legitimized, and enabled children to abandon their socio-economic position at home in favour of a spiritual Christian career. Namely, it defined a space for the child to express and carry into effect a very specific kind of will. Agency was attributed to the Byzantine child in order to construct moral capacities for the child that would serve a Christian agenda.
Moreover, in defining a limited space for the child to express a predetermined will, Byzantine society delegated an ethical responsibility to the child. This proves to be an essential element in the child's ability to possess agency. The Byzantine case demonstrates that when agency is attributed to the child, this is done for a specific objective which is ethically legitimized and defined as the 'right' one. Most pious children are presented in the Byzantine literature as diligent and hard-working, and do not think of leaving their home and family. Indeed, most Byzantine children probably did not run away. And as long as the children worked within their home, their work could not be differentiated and defined as a commodity. However, when hagiography sets a choice for the child to leave the house in favour of the monastery, it constructs a model of behaviour that is determined by the cultural ideals of the time and the social and economic needs that these ideals serve. Thus when a child's agency is defined, it is the agency to act in a predefined specific way. Once children worked outside their family household, their work was recognized as a commodity. Thus, a moral agenda that argues for the child to exert agency and to leave home, thus accorded with an economic objective to profit from the child's work.
This article started with the current debate on the question whether a child's will to participate in the labour market should be carried into effect, and whether its agency should be recognized and legitimized. The Byzantine case study shows that the socio-economic and moral-cultural aspects coincide in relation to the child's capacity to express a will of its own. This enables us to understand that a child's agency conceptualized in an economic framework, whether medieval or modern, masks a moral agenda that favours child employment. The question that we need to ask, therefore, is not whether to legitimize child labour, but why there is a call today to legitimize a child's will to labour.
